We consider the problem of leveraging prior experience to generate roadmaps in sampling-based motion planning. A desirable roadmap is one that is sparse, allowing for fast search, with nodes spread out at key locations such that a lowcost feasible path exists. An increasingly popular approach is to learn a distribution of nodes that would produce such a roadmap. State-of-the-art is to train a conditional variational auto-encoder (CVAE) on the prior dataset with the shortest paths as target input. While this is quite effective on many problems, we show it can fail in the face of complex obstacle configurations or mismatch between training and testing.
I. INTRODUCTION
We examine the problem of leveraging prior experience in sampling-based motion planning. In this framework, the continuous configuration space of a robot is sampled to construct a graph or roadmap [1, 2] where vertices represent robot configurations and edges represent potential movements of the robot. A shortest path algorithm [3] is then run to compute a path between any two vertices on the roadmap. The main challenge is to place a small set of samples in key locations such that the algorithm can find a high quality path with small computational effort as shown in Fig. 1b .
Low dispersion samplers such as Halton sequences [4] are quite effective in uniformly covering the space and thus bounding the solution quality [5] (Fig. 1a ). However, as they decrease dispersion uniformly in C-space, a narrow passage with δ clearance in a d-dimensional space requires O(( 1 δ ) d ) samples to find a path. This motivates the need for biased sampling to selectively densify in regions with narrow passages [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . These techniques are applicable across a wide range of domains and perform quite well in practice. *This work was (partially) funded by the National Institute of Health R01 (#R01EB019335), National Science Foundation CPS (#1544797), National Science Foundation NRI (#1637748), the Office of Naval Research, the RCTA, Amazon, and Honda. 1 However, not all narrow passages are relevant to a given query. Biased sampling techniques, which do not have access to the likelihood of the optimal path passing through a region, can sample in more regions than necessary. Interestingly, the different environments that a robot operates in share a lot of structural similarity. We can use information extracted from planning on one such environment to decide how to sample on another; we can learn sampling distributions using tools such as conditional variational auto-encoder (CVAE). Ichter et al. [11] propose a useful approximation to train a learner to sample along the predicted shortest path: given a training dataset of worlds, compute shortest paths, and train a model to independently predict nodes belonging to the path. After all, the best a generative model can do is to sample only along the true shortest path. However, this puts all of the burden on the learner. Any prediction error, due to approximation or train-test mismatch, results in failure to find a feasible path.
We argue that a sampler, instead of trying to predict the shortest path, needs to only identify key regions to focus sampling at, and let the search algorithm determine the shortest path. Essentially, we ask the following question:
How can we share the responsibility of finding the shortest path between the sampler and search?
Our key insight is for the sampler to predict not the shortest path, but samples that possess two characteristics: (a) samples in bottleneck regions; these are regions containing nearoptimal paths, but are difficult for a uniform sampler to reach, and (b) samples that exhibit diversity; train-test mismatch is common and to be robust to it we need to sample nodes belonging to a diverse set of alternate paths. The search algorithm can then operate on a sparse graph containing useful but diverse samples to compute the shortest path. We present an algorithmic framework, Leveraging Experience with Graph Oracles (LEGO) summarized in Fig. 2 , for training a CVAE on a prior database of worlds to learn a generative model that can be used for roadmap construction.
During training ( Fig. 2a ), LEGO processes a uniform dense graph to identify a sparse subset of vertices. These vertices are a diverse set of bottleneck nodes through which a near-optimal path must pass. These are then fed into a CVAE [12] to learn a generative model. At test time ( Fig. 2b) , the model is sampled to get a set of vertices which is additionally composed with a sparse uniform graph to get a final roadmap. This roadmap is then used by the search algorithm to find the shortest path.
We make the following contributions:
1) A framework for training a CVAE to predict a roadmap with different target inputs. We identify two main shortcomings of the state-of-the-art [11] that uses the shortest path as the target input -failures in approximation, and failures due to train-test mismatch (Section IV).
2) LEGO, an algorithm that tackles both of these issues. It first generates multiple diverse shortest paths, and then extracts bottleneck nodes along such paths to use as the target input for the CVAE (Section V).
3) We show that LEGO outperforms several learning and heuristic sampling baselines on a set of R 2 , R 5 , R 7 , R 8 and R 9 problems. In particular, we show that it is robust to changes in training and test distribution (Section VI).
II. RELATED WORK
The seminal work of Hsu et al. [13] provides a crisp analysis of the shortcomings of uniform sampling techniques in the presence of artifacts such as narrow passages. This has led to a plethora of non-uniform sampling approaches that densify selectively [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Adaptive sampling in the context of roadmaps aims to exploit structure of the environment to place samples in promising areas. A number of works exploited structure of the workspace to achieve this. While some of them attempt to sample between regions of collision to identify narrow passages [6, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , others sample near or on the obstacles [19, 20] . There are approaches that divide the configuration space into regions and either select different region-specific planning [21] or sampling [22] strategies or use entropy of samples in a particular region to refine sampling [23] . Other methods try to model the free space to speed up planning [24] [25] [26] . While these techniques are quite successful in a large set of problems, they can place samples in regions where an optimal path is unlikely to traverse.
A different class of solutions look at adapting sampling distributions online during the planning cycle. This requires a trade-off between exploration of the configuration space and exploitation of the current best solution. Preliminary approaches define a utility function to do so [27, 28] or use online learning [10] ; however these are not amenable to using priors. Diankov and Kuffner [29] employs statistical techniques to sample around a search tree. Zucker et al. [30] , Kuo et al. [31] formalize sampling as a model-free reinforcement learning problem and learn a parametric distribution. Since these problems are non i.i.d learning problems, they do require interactive learning and do not enjoy the strong guarantees of supervised learning.
Recently there has been effort on finding low dimensional structure in planning [32] . Particularly, generative modeling tools like variational autoencoders [33] have been used to great success [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . We base our work on Ichter et al. [11] which trains a CVAE to learn the shortest path distribution.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Given a database of prior worlds, the overall goal is to learn a policy that predicts a roadmap which in turn is used by a search algorithm to efficiently compute a high quality feasible path. Let X denote a d−dimensional configuration space. Let X obs be the portion in collision and X free = X \ X obs denote the free space. Let a path ξ : [0, 1] → X be a continuous mapping from index to configurations. A path ξ is said to be collision-free if ξ(τ ) ∈ X free for all τ ∈ [0, 1]. Let c(ξ) be a cost functional that maps ξ to a bounded non-negative cost [0, c max ]. Moreover, we set c(∅) = c max . We define a motion planning problem Λ = {x s , x g , X free } as a tuple of start configuration x s ∈ X free , goal configuration x g ∈ X free and free space X free . Given a problem, a path ξ is said to be feasible if it is collision-free, ξ(0) = x s and ξ(1) = x g . Let Ξ feas denote the set of all feasible paths. We wish to solve the optimal motion planning problem by finding a feasible path ξ * that minimizes the cost functional c(.), i.e. c(ξ * ) = inf ξ∈Ξ feas c(ξ).
We now embed the problem on a graph G = (V, E) such that each vertex v ∈ V is an element of v ∈ X . The graph follows a connectivity rule expressed as an indicator function Link : X × X → {0, 1} to denote if two configurations should have an edge 1 . The weight of an edge c(u, v) is the cost of traversing the edge. We reuse ξ to denote a path on the graph.
Let |G| denote the cardinality of the graph, i.e. the size of |V | 2 . We introduce a graph operation with the notation G
A graph search algorithm ALG is given a graph G and a planning problem Λ. First, it adds the start-goal pair to the graph, i.e G = G + ← − {x s , x g }. It then collision checks edges against X free till it finds and returns the shortest feasible path ξ * . The cost of such a path can hence be found by evaluating c(ALG(G, Λ)). If ALG is unable to find any feasible path, it returns ∅ which corresponds to c max . Definition 1 (Dense Graph). We assume we have a dense graph G dense = (V dense , E dense ) that is sufficiently large to connect the space i.e. for any plausible planning problem, it contains a sufficiently low-cost feasible path.
Henceforth, we care about competing with G dense . We reiterate that searching this graph, ALG(G dense , Λ), is too computationally expensive to perform online.
We wish to learn a mapping from features extracted from the problem to a sparse subgraph of G dense . Let y ∈ R m be a feature representation of the planning problem. Let π(G dense , y) be a subgraph predictor oracle that maps the feature vector to a subgraph G ⊂ G dense , |G| ≤ |G dense |. We wish to solve the following optimization problem: Problem 1 (Optimal Subgraph Prediction). Given a joint distribution P (Λ, y) of problems and features, and a dense graph G dense , compute a subgraph predictor oracle π that minimizes the ratio of the costs of the shortest feasible paths in the subgraph and the dense graph:
1 Note this does not involve collision checking. We consider undirected graphs for simplicity. However, it easily extends to directed graphs. 2 Alternatively we can also use the size of |E|
IV. FRAMEWORK FOR PREDICTING ROADMAPS
We now present a framework for training graph predicting oracles as shown in Fig. 2 . The framework applies three main approximations. First, instead of predicting a subgraph G ⊂ G dense , we train a Conditional Variational Auto-encoder (CVAE) [39] to approximate a sampling distribution of nodes x ∈ X in continuous space. Second, instead of solving a structured prediction problem, we learn an i.i.d sampler that will be invoked repeatedly to get a set of vertices. These vertices are then used to construct a graph. Thirdly, we compose the sampled graph with a constant sparse graph G sparse ⊂ G dense , |G sparse | ≤ |G dense |. This ensures that the final predicted graph has some minimal coverage. Refer to [40] for details.
A. General train and test procedure a) Training Procedure: At train time Fig. 2 (a), we first load a pair of planning problem Λ i and feature y i . We obtain the target nodes
as input to CVAE. Finally, we train the CVAE and return the learned decoder p θ (x|y, z).
b) Testing Procedure: At test time Fig. 2(b) , we extract feature vector y from planning problem Λ. We then sample a set V of N nodes using decoder p θ (x|y, z). Finally, we create a composed graph G ← G sparse ⊕ V .
The focus of this work is to examine the function X = EXTRACTNODES(Λ, G dense ). We ask the question:
What is a good input X to provide to the CVAE?
B. The SHORTESTPATH (Ichter et al. [11] ) procedure
We briefly examine the scheme of training to predict nodes on the shortest path [11] as shown in Fig. 3 . Formally, let X sp = SHORTESTPATH(Λ, G dense ) denote the set of nodes belonging to the shortest path returned by ALG(G dense , Λ). The rationality for this scheme is that the distribution of states belonging to the shortest path might lie on a manifold that can be captured by the latent space of the CVAE. If prediction is perfect, then indeed this is the optimal solution to Problem. 1.
After extensive evaluations of the SHORTESTPATH scheme, we were able to identify two modes of vulnerabilities:
1) Failure to route through gaps: Fig. 3(b) shows the output of the CVAE when there is a gap through which the search has to route to get to the goal. The model gets stuck in a poor local minimum between linearly interpolating start-goal and routing through the gap since the network is not expressive enough to map the feature vector to such a path. This is tantamount to burdening the sampler to solve the planning problem.
2) Presence of unexpected obstacles in test data: Fig. 3(c Algorithm 1: LEGO 
V. APPROACH
In this section, we present LEGO (Leveraging Experience with Graph Oracles), an algorithm to produce the training input for the CVAE. We address the challenges identified in Section IV. Firstly, we recognize that it is often too difficult for the learner to directly predict the shortest path. Instead, we train it to predict only bottleneck nodes that can assist the underlying search in finding a near-optimal solution. Secondly, the test data may contain unexpected obstacles. We safeguard against this by training the learner to predict a diverse set of paths with the assumption that one of them is feasible. Algorithm 1 describes a high level pseudo-code of LEGO. We first find a set of diverse paths on the dense graph (Line 2). We then iterate over each path and extract bottleneck nodes for this path (Line 4). These bottleneck nodes from the diverse paths are then used as input to the CVAE to learn a sampling distribution (Section IV). This is illustrated in Fig. 3 . We now describe how bottleneck nodes and diverse paths are computed. Detailed algorithms and proofs are provided in [40] .
A. Bottleneck Nodes
We begin by noting that G sparse has a sparse but uniform coverage over the entire configuration space. Hence, the learner only has to contribute a critical set of nodes that allow G sparse to represent paths that are near-optimal with Algorithm 2: BOTTLENECKNODE Input : Planning problem Λ, Dense path ξ dense , Sparse graph Gsparse Output :
Inflate by η the weight of edges e ∈ E inf \ Esparse ;
respect to a path ξ dense generated from a dense graph. We call these bottleneck nodes. The name indicates that these are difficult-to-sample nodes, absent in the sparse graph, which are otherwise required to approximate ξ dense . We define X bn = BOTTLENECKNODE(Λ, G dense ) as: Definition 2 (Bottleneck Nodes). Given a path on a dense graph ξ dense , find the smallest set of nodes which in conjunction with a sparse subgraph G sparse contains a near-optimal path, i.e. arg min
This optimization (2) is combinatorially hard. We present an approximate solution in Algorithm 2. We begin by creating a composed graph G sparse ⊕ ξ dense (Line 1). We inflate weights of newly added edges by η (Line 3) to disincentivize the search from using any of the newly added edges. This inflation factor is increased till a near-optimal path can no longer be found (Lines 2-4). At this point, the additional vertices that the shortest path on this inflated path passes through are essential to achieve near-optimality, i.e. are the bottleneck nodes. This is formalized by the following guarantee: Proposition 1 (Bounded bottleneck edge weights). Let E bn ← ξ * inf \ E sparse be the chosen bottleneck edges, E * bn be the optimal bottleneck edges and ξ * dense be the optimal path on G dense . 
L-shortest paths 2 for i = 1, · · · , k do 3 Ei ← ∅; 4 while |Ei| < do 5 Add the next − |Ei| paths from Ξ to Ξ; 6 Ei ← SETCOVER(Ξinv); 7 Add the next path from Ξ to Ξ div ; 8 return Ξ div ;
B. Diverse PathSet
In this training scheme, we try to ensure the roadmap is robust to various sources of errors such as the test world contains unexpected obstacles or that the feature vector does not catpure sufficient details of the world. One antidote to this process is diversity of samples. Specifically, we want the roadmap to have enough diversity such that if the predicted shortest path is in fact infeasible, there are low cost alternates.
We set this up as a two player game between a planner and an adversary. The role of the adversary is to invalidate as many shortest paths on the dense graph G dense as possible with a fixed budget of edges that it is allowed to invalidate. The role of the planner is to find the shortest feasible path on the invalidated graph and add this to the set of diverse paths Ξ div . The function X div = DIVERSEPATHSET(Λ, G dense ) then returns nodes belonging to Ξ div . We formalize this as: Definition 3 (Diverse PathSet). We begin with a graph G 0 = G dense . At each round i of the game, the adversary chooses a set of edges to invalidate:
and the graph is updated G i = G i−1 E * i . The planner choose the shortest path ξ i = ALG(G i , Λ)) which is added to the set of diverse paths Ξ div .
The optimization problem (4) is similar to a set cover problem (NP-Hard [41] ) where the goal is to select edges to cover (invalidate) as many paths as possible. If we knew the exact set of paths to cover, it is well known that a greedy algorithm will choose a near-optimal set of edges [41] . We have the inverse problem -we do not know how many consecutive shortest paths can be covered with a budget of edges. Algorithm 3 describes the procedure. We first compute a large set of shortest feasible paths (Line 1). The adversary successive paths to eliminate till it runs out of budget (Line 5). It then runs greedy set cover on these paths to see if they can be eliminated with a smaller budget (Line 6). If so, the process continues till the set cover exhausts the budget. Hence at termination, we ensure: Proposition 2 (Near-optimal Invalidated EdgeSet). Let Ξ inv be the contiguous set of shortest paths invalidated by Algorithm 3 using a budget of . Let * be the size of the optimal set of edges that could have invalidated Ξ inv . 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we evaluate the performance of LEGO on various problem domains and compare it against other samplers. We consider samplers that do not assume offline computation or learning such as Medial-Axis PRM (MAPRM) [6, 14] , Randomized Bridge Sampler (RBB) [15] , Workspace Importance Sampler (WIS) [16] , a Gaussian sampler, GAUS-SIAN [20] , and a uniform Halton sequence sampler, HALTON [4] . Additionally, we also compare our framework against the state-of-the-art learned sampler SHORTESTPATH [36] upon which our work is based.
a) Evaluation Procedure: For a given sampler and a planning problem, we invoke the sampler to generate a fixed number of samples. We then evaluate the performance of the samplers on three metrics: a) sampling time b) success rate in solving shortest path problem and c) the quality of the solution obtained, on the graph constructed with the generated samples.
b) Problem Domains:
To evaluate the samplers, we consider a spectrum of problem domains. The R 2 problems have random rectilinear walls with random narrow passages ( Fig. 6(a) ). These passages can be small, medium or large in width. The n-link arms are a set of n line-segments fixed to a base moving in an uniform obstacle field ( Fig. 6(b) ). The n-link snakes are arms with a free base moving through random rectilinear walls with passages ( Fig. 6(c) ). Finally, the manipulator problem has a 7DoF robot arm [42] manipulating a stick in an environment with varying clutter (Fig. 6(d) ). Two variants are consideredconstrained (R 7 ), when the stick is welded to the hand, and unconstrained, when the stick can slide along the hand (R 8 ).
c) Experiment Details: For the learned samplers SHORTEST-PATH and LEGO, we use 4000 training worlds and 100 test worlds. Dense graph is an r−disc Halton graph [5] : 2000 vertices in R 2 to 30, 000 vertices in R 8 . The CVAE was c) Normalized Path Cost: This is the ratio of cost of the computed solution w.r.t. the cost of the solution on the dense graph. Fig. 6 shows the normalized cost for HALTON, 3 https://github.com/personalrobotics/lego SHORTESTPATH and LEGO-these were the only baselines that consistently had bounded 95% confidence intervals (i.e. when success rate is ≥ 60%). SHORTESTPATH has the lowest cost, however LEGO is within 10% bound of the optimal.
B. Observations
We report on some key observations from Table II and Fig. 6 .
O 1. LEGO consistently outperforms all baselines
As shown in Table II , LEGO has the best success rate (for 500 samples) on all datasets. The second row in Fig. 6 shows that LEGO is within 10% bound of the optimal path. O 2. LEGO places samples only in regions where the optimal path may pass. . 4b) . Fig. 7 : Comparison of samplers on corrupted environments, i.e., different from training dataset. Success rate on (a) less corrupted environment 1: mixture of walls and random squares and (b) more corrupted environment 2: only squares. Output of SHORTESTPATH and LEGO on environment 1 (c,d) and environment 2 (e,f).
For manipulator planning R 8 problems, when stick is uncon-strained, LEGO and SHORTESTPATH are almost identical. We attribute this to such problems being easier, i.e. the shortest path simply slides the stick out of the way and plans to the goal. When the stick is constrained, LEGO does far better. Fig. 6(d) shows that LEGO is able to sample around the table while SHORTESTPATH cannot find this path. O 4. LEGO is robust to a certain degree of train-test mismatch as it encourages diversity. Fig. 7 shows the success rate of learners on a 2D test environment that has been corrupted. Environment 1 is less corrupted than environment 2. Fig. 7(a) shows that on environment 1, LEGO is still the best sampler. SHORTESTPATH (Fig. 7(c) ) ignores the corruption in the environment and fails. LEGO ( Fig. 7(d) ) still finds the correct bottleneck. Fig. 7(b) shows that all learners are worse than HALTON. SHORTESTPATH ( Fig. 7(e) ) densifies around a particular constrained region while LEGO ( Fig. 7(e) ) still finds a path due to the DIVERSEPATHSET component sampling in multiple bottleneck regions.
VII. DISCUSSION
We present a framework for training a generative model to predict roadmaps for sampling-based motion planning. We build upon state-of-the-art methods that train a CVAE using the shortest path as input. We identify failure modes such as complex obstacle configurations and train-test mismatch. Our algorithm LEGO addresses these issues by training the CVAE using diverse bottleneck nodes as input. We formally define these terms and provide provable algorithms to extract such nodes. Our results indicate that the predicted roadmaps outperform competitive baselines on a range of problems.
Using priors in planning is a double edged sword. While one can get astounding speed ups by focusing search on a tiny portion of C-space [11] , any problem not covered in the dataset can lead to catastrophic failures. This is symptomatic of the fundamental problem of over-fitting in machine learning. While one could ensure the training data covers all possible environments [44] , an algorithmic solution is to explore regularization techniques for planning. We argue DIVERSEPATHSET can be viewed as a form of regularization.
We can also include a more informed conditioning vector that captures the state of the search, e.g., the length of the current shortest path. This is similar to Informed RRT* [45] . Finally, we wish to scale to problems with varying workspace where a global planner guides the sampler to focus on relevant parts of the workspace as in [13, 22, 46] .
